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ABSTRACT
While constitutional pathogenic variants in the APC 
gene cause familial adenomatous polyposis, APC 
c.3920T>A; p.Ile1307Lys (I1307K) has been associated 
with a moderate increased risk of colorectal cancer 
(CRC), particularly in individuals of Ashkenazi Jewish 
descent. However, published data include relatively 
small sample sizes, generating inconclusive results 
regarding cancer risk, particularly in non- Ashkenazi 
populations. This has led to different country/continental- 
specific guidelines regarding genetic testing, clinical 
management and surveillance recommendations for 
I1307K. A multidisciplinary international expert group 
endorsed by the International Society for Gastrointestinal 
Hereditary Tumours (InSiGHT), has generated a position 
statement on the APC I1307K allele and its association 
with cancer predisposition. Based on a systematic review 
and meta- analysis of the evidence published, the aim 
of this document is to summarise the prevalence of the 
APC I1307K allele and analysed the evidence of the 
associated cancer risk in different populations. Here we 
provide recommendations on the laboratory classification 
of the variant, define the role of predictive testing for 
I1307K, suggest recommendations for cancer screening 
in I1307K heterozygous and homozygous individuals 
and identify knowledge gaps to be addressed in future 
research studies. Briefly, I1307K, classified as pathogenic, 
low penetrance, is a risk factor for CRC in individuals 
of Ashkenazi Jewish origin and should be tested in this 
population, offering carriers specific clinical surveillance. 
There is not enough evidence to support an increased 
risk of cancer in other populations/subpopulations. 
Therefore, until/unless future evidence indicates 
otherwise, individuals of non- Ashkenazi Jewish descent 
harbouring I1307K should be enrolled in national CRC 
screening programmes for average- risk individuals.

INTRODUCTION
Unlike known pathogenic variants in the APC gene, 
which cause familial adenomatous polyposis, APC 
(NM_000038.6) c.3920T>A; p.Ile1307Lys (from 
herein on I1307K), has been suggested to predis-
pose to colorectal cancer (CRC), but not polyp-
osis. This variant results in the substitution of an 
isoleucine for a lysine at codon 1307, located in 
the β-catenin binding domain of APC. The affected 
residue is highly conserved (conservation=0.9 
from 38 aligned protein sequences), but isoleu-
cine and lysine show moderate physicochemical 

differences (Grantham distance: 102 (0–215)). 
While in silico tools predict a benign effect of 
the variant on protein function (VarSome: 9/12 
benign predictions),1 I1307K has been shown to 
modestly alter β-catenin- regulated transcription 
in vitro.2 Interestingly, the c.3920T>A nucleotide 
change affects an (A)3(T)(A)4 sequence element, 
converting it into an extended tract of eight 
adenosine nucleotides (A8). In vivo and in vitro 
studies have shown that this substitution results 
in the slippage of the polymerase during DNA 
replication, conferring an increased propensity 
for somatic truncating mutations on this allele.3 4 

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC
 ⇒ APC I1307K causes moderate increased risk of 
colorectal cancer in individuals of Ashkenazi 
Jewish descent, where the variant prevalence is 
the highest.

 ⇒ Colorectal cancer risk in non- Ashkenazi 
Jews and in non- Jewish individuals, risk of 
extracolonic cancers and risk of cancer in 
homozygous individuals are not yet fully 
understood.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS
 ⇒ This study summarises the available evidence 
on the prevalence of APC I1307K allele in 
different populations and their associated risks 
of different cancer types.

 ⇒ Based on the available evidence on the 
functional effect of the variant, the association 
with colorectal cancer in different populations 
and with different cancer types, we propose 
recommendations for the classification of the 
variant, cancer screening in heterozygous and 
homozygous individuals, and predictive testing.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, 
PRACTICE OR POLICY

 ⇒ Our recommendations may help standardise/
homogenise laboratory reports and clinical 
recommendations for I1307K heterozygous and 
homozygous individuals among countries.

 ⇒ Our study informs on the strengths and 
limitations of the evidence available for 
APC I1307K leading to the identification of 
knowledge gaps to be addressed in future 
research.
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Despite the experimental evidence, the lack of association of 
the variant with a Mendelian syndrome prevents its classifica-
tion following the consensus recommendations of the American 
College of Medical Genetics and Genomics and the Associa-
tion for Molecular Pathology (ACMG/AMP).5 In fact, this 
variant has conflicting interpretations of pathogenicity across 
laboratories and in ClinVar (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ 
clinvar/variation/822/?oq=APC[gene]+AND+p.Ile1307Lys[-
varname]+&m=NM_000038.6(APC):c.3920T%3EA%20(p.
Ile1307Lys)).

APC I1307K is present in population databases (rs1801155; 
minor allele frequency=0.18%; source: Genome Aggregation 
Database (gnomAD) v.2.1.1), with the highest frequency in indi-
viduals of Ashkenazi Jewish (AJ) ancestry (MAFgnomAD=3.6%; 
~1/28). Several studies have associated this variant with a 
moderate increase in the risk of CRC in individuals of AJ 
ancestry, where this variant is found in ~6%–10% of the popu-
lation3 6 and in ~15%–28% of individuals with family history of 
CRC.3 7 However, I1307K is also present in ~2.5% of Sephardi 
Jewish (SJ) individuals6 and much less frequently in non- Jewish 
populations (<0.15% in European, Asian, Latino or African 
populations).2 8–10 Anthropological data suggest that this variant 
likely arose between 947 BC and 195 BC, preceding, or coin-
ciding with, the Jewish diasporas.11 12 Its high representation 
in the Ashkenazi population can be explained by a genetic drift 
caused by a specific founder effect in the Ashkenazim, plus a lack 
of negative selection.11

Based on the reported association of APC I1307K with moderate 
increased risk of CRC, current National Comprehensive Cancer 
Network (NCCN) guidelines recommend CRC surveillance for 
individuals with the I1307K variant, regardless of their ethnicity 
(Genetic/Familial High- Risk Assessment: Colorectal Cancer; 
V.2.2022; https://www.nccn.org/professionals/physician_gls/pdf/ 
genetics_colon.pdf). Nevertheless, whether the associated cancer 
risk affects any carrier regardless of his or her ethnicity or is 
restricted to AJ, remains a topic of debate and needs to be clari-
fied to refine the clinical recommendations.

The aim of this document is to summarise the available 
evidence on the prevalence of APC I1307K allele in different 
populations and their associated risks of cancer. This evidence 
will be used to make recommendations on the laboratory classi-
fication of the variant, the role of predictive testing for I1307K 
and recommendations for cancer screening for I1307K hetero-
zygous and homozygous individuals.

METHODS
Systematic review of the literature
A bibliography search using Ovid, MEDLINE, Embase, Cochrane 
CENTRAL, Scopus and Web of Science was performed using 
search terms “I1307K” AND “APC” AND “variant”. A manual 
PubMed (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/) search 
was performed using the terms “I1307K” AND “APC” AND 
“variant”. In total, 1256 articles were identified. These articles 
were independently reviewed by AL, BH and PM for inclusion/
exclusion. Publications that were not in English were excluded. 
Publications were included if they provided data related to the 
questions to be addressed by this study: prevalence of I1307K 
in AJ and non- AJ cohorts, cancer risks associated with I1307K, 
constitutional I1307K homozygosity, I1307K functional anal-
yses, I1307K founder effects and management recommendations 
for I1307K carriers. If AL and BH agreed, the article was selected 
for inclusion. If AL and BH disagreed, the articles were reviewed 
by all authors for inclusion/exclusion. In total, 65 articles were 

included after duplications, and irrelevant articles were excluded 
(online supplemental table 1). This review was not registered.

Population data
In addition to the data reported in the publications, the 
frequency of the APC I1307K allele in populations was obtained 
from the Genome Aggregation Database (gnomAD V.2.1.1 and 
V.3.1.2, non- cancer datasets),8 the Collaborative Spanish Variant 
Server (http://csvs.babelomics.org/)13 and the SweGen Project 
(https://swefreq.nbis.se/dataset/SweGen/browser)14 (access date: 
December 2022). The frequency of APC I1307K in Spanish CRC 
cases and controls was obtained from the case–control study 
MCC- Spain (https://shiny.snpstats.net/exome/)15 (access date: 
December 2022).

Statistical analyses
Fisher’s exact test (two sided) and logistic regression were used 
to compare frequencies between cases and controls. Results were 
considered statistically significant when p<0.05. Statistical tests, 
odds ratios (ORs) and CIs calculations were carried out using 
RStudio Cloud.

QUESTIONS ADDRESSED
How are Askenazi and Sephardi Jewish heritages defined?
Considering the importance of assessing an Ashkenazi ancestry, 
we herein review the definition of the AJ population and how it 
has been assessed in the published reports to make appropriate 
recommendations in the clinical setting.

AJs are defined as Jews of Eastern European origin. They 
constitute more than 80% of the worldwide Jewry.16 Origi-
nally, this Jewish diaspora population coalesced in Germany 
around the end of the first millennium. In the late Middle Age, 
due to religious persecution, most of the Ashkenazi population 
shifted steadily eastward, moving into the areas comprising parts 
of present- day Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, 
Poland, Russia, Slovakia and Ukraine. Later, AJs emigrated to the 
USA and other parts of Eastern and Western Europe. After the 
Holocaust, many of the surviving AJs emigrated outside Europe 
to countries such as Israel, Canada, Argentina, Australia or the 
USA.17 18

AJs can be defined by religion, culture or ethnicity; however, 
it is their genetics that can unequivocally group them, regardless 
of the geographic location, since they are a homogenous genetic 
cohort. Several genetic or genomic approaches, focused on 
genome- wide genetic signatures19–21 or on Y chromosome and 
mitochondrial DNA lineages22–25 may be undertaken to deter-
mine AJ heritage. Surprisingly, none of the published studies on 
APC I1307K have defined AJs following genetic criteria. In fact, 
the inclusion criteria of the published reports are heterogenous, 
with a significant number of them providing no information. 
Most studies base the definition of AJs on self- identification or 
information about the country of birth of the patients and their 
parents. The country of birth of the grandparents was included 
in some of the studies. Mixed origin can be often found in the 
clinical setting, but this has also been considered differently 
among publications. While some studies required both parents 
or all four grandparents of the subject to be considered Ashke-
nazim,26 27 others required only one parent to be an AJ.7 28 29 
Other studies did not specify which criteria for the definition 
of AJ were used.3 30–35 In all cases, information was based on 
either self- reporting or data included in the individuals’ medical 
records (online supplemental table 1).
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SJ are a Jewish diaspora population who coalesced in the 
Iberian Peninsula (Spain and Portugal). Most of this popula-
tion was expelled from that area during the late 15th century to 
North Africa, Western Asia, Southern Europe and some parts of 
America. During the 20th century, many of them emigrated to 
Israel. The current use of the term SJ is mostly religious and does 
not consider ethnicity.36 Whether the use of genomic markers is 
useful to identify SJ heritage is not known.

We recommend that a thorough assessment of AJ ancestry is 
performed by asking about the individual’s Jewish ancestry, and the 
country of birth of, at least, the individual and his or her parents. 
Ideally, the country of birth of the grandparents should be asked 
for. Caution should be taken when considering AJ ancestry when 
only one grandparent (maternal and/or paternal) is an AJ. It must be 
assumed that some individuals may not be aware of their AJ heritage.

For future research studies, we recommend evaluating the 
putative utility of genetic criteria to define AJ ancestry in the 
settings of genetic counselling and clinical research. The use of 
genetic signatures might help identify heritages more accurately.

What is the risk of CRC in AJs with the APC I1307K variant?
For over two decades, numerous studies have explored the asso-
ciation between APC I1307K and the risk of CRC in different 
ethnic populations, including specific studies in AJs. We 
performed a meta- analysis combining 19 studies that included 
AJ CRC patients. This analysis showed that I1307K is present in 
11.5% (566/4940) of AJ CRC patients and in 7.2% (928/12 945) 
of AJ CRC- free controls, which translates into an OR of 1.68 
(95% CI 1.50 to 1.87; p<0.00001; Fisher’s exact test) (table 1). 

A logistic regression test adjusted by study showed similar results 
(OR=1.78; 95% CI 1.54 to 2.06; p<0.00001), either including 
or excluding the studies without controls.

Most studies published to date show that the mean age at CRC 
diagnosis in I1307K heterozygotes ranges between ~60 and 70 
years, being similar to the age at diagnosis in wildtype patients 
(between 0 and 2 years younger in carriers) (online supplemental 
table 1).29 32–34 37 38

The APC I1307K variant has been occasionally found in 
patients with multiple adenomas or adenomatous polyp-
osis;2 3 28 33 34 37 39–42 however, in most cases, this was likely 
caused by ascertainment bias. Most comparative studies indicate 
that I1307K heterozygotes are not more susceptible to develop 
multiple adenomas than wildtype individuals.28 33 Likewise, avail-
able data suggest that there are no differences in the age at the 
time of the first adenoma diagnosis.34 Rennert et al42 observed 
that I1307K heterozygotes were significantly more likely to have 
colorectal polyps than wildtype individuals after age- adjustment 
(51.3% vs 33.6%; p=0.03), however, the number of polyps did 
not differ between the two groups.

In conclusion, available evidence indicates that APC I1307K is 
a risk factor for CRC in AJ individuals and thus should be evalu-
ated in this subpopulation.

What is the risk of CRC in non-AJ Jews with the APC I1307K 
variant?
As in Ashkenazim, we gathered the data published on I1307K 
in Jewish CRC patients and controls of non- Ashkenazi ancestry, 

Table 1 Published studies and meta- analysis of constitutional APC I1307K in AJ CRC patients and AJ controls

Study

AJ individuals

CRC cases
I1307K/total (%)

Controls
I1307K/total (%) OR (95% CI), p value*

Laken et al (1997)3 22/211 (10.43) 47/766 (6.14) 1.78 (0.99 to 3.10), p=0.047

Woodage et al (1998)30 7/55 (12.7) 355/4948 (7.2) 1.88 (0.71 to 4.23), p=0.12

Rozen et al (1999)7 3/51 (5.9)† 6/120 (5.0) 1.19 (3.18 to 5.83), p=1

Drucker et al (2000)27 12/71 (16.9) 17/298 (5.7) 2.15 (0.88 to 5.12), p=0.07

Shtoyerman- Chen et al (2001)31 29/227 (12.77) 8/148 (5.41) 2.56 (1.1 to 6.77), p=0.02

Stern et al (2001)28 6/22 (27.27) 17/209 (8.13) 4.19 (1.19 to 13.30), p=0.01

Figer et al (2001)59 8/50 (16.0) 8/148 (5.4) 3.31 (1.02 to 10.80), p=0.03

Rozen et al (2002)26 6/77 (7.8) 12/194 (6.2) 1.28 (0.38 to 3.86), p=0.6

Strul et al (2003)38 26/267 (9.7) 17/204 (8.33) 1.19 (0.60 to 2.40), p=0.6

Fidder et al (2005)60 35/322 (10.9) 13/260 (5) 2.31 (1.16 to 4.88), p=0.015

Boursi et al (2013)6 37/299 (12.3) 86/1089 (7.9) 1.65 (1.06 to 2.51), p=0.02

Forkosh et al (2022)10 145/1306 (11.1) 342/4918 (6.9)‡ 1.67 (1.35 to 2.06), p=1.8 x 10-6

Gryfe et al (1999)37 41/404 (10.1) – –

Figer et al (2001)32 23/189 (12.17) – –

Zauber et al (2003)61 22/182 (12.1)§ – –

Rennert et al (2005)42 71/633 (9.6) – –

Zauber et al (2005)34 12/74 (16.2) – –

Locker et al (2006)29 26/215 (12.1) – –

Ukaegbu et al (2021)35 35/285 (13) – –

Total 566/4940 (11.5) 928/12945 (7.2) 1.68 (1.50 to 1.87), p<2.2 x 10−16

1.78 (1.54 to 2.06), p<0.00001¶

*Fisher’s exact test. Calculations made for this publication. Results may not coincide with the original publications due to the application of different adjustments to the tests in 
their analyses.
†Individuals with personal or family history of colorectal neoplasia (CRC or adenoma).
‡Control data obtained from gnomAD.
§172 patients with colorectal neoplasia (CRC or adenoma) and 10 first- degree relatives without neoplasia.
¶Logistic regression.
AJ, Ashkenazi Jewish; CRC, colorectal cancer.
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and a meta- analysis was performed. In this case, the prevalence 
of the variant was 2.5% (16/651) in non- AJ Jewish CRC patients 
and 1.8% (20/1097) in controls, showing no significant asso-
ciation with CRC risk (p=0.39; Fisher’s exact test) (table 2). 
Concordant results were obtained with a logistic regression test 
(OR=1.35; 95% CI 0.57 to 3.19; p=0.49).

Available data, although scarce, indicate that APC I1307K is 
present in SJ.6 However, few studies have addressed the associ-
ated cancer risks in this group. Druker et al27 did not find the 
variant in any of the 34 SJ CRC patients that were analysed. 
Boursi et al6 identified 19 heterozygous individuals among 290 
SJ CRC patients and 408 SJ controls, showing no association 
between carrier status and CRC (adjusted OR=1.95% CI 0.51 
to 1.93).

Available data indicate that APC I1307K is not a risk factor for 
CRC in non- Ashkenazi Jews. Although the results are consistent 
among studies, data are still scarce, and additional information 
is needed to confirm these findings unequivocally.

What is the risk of CRC in non-Jewish populations?
Published data on the association of APC I1307K and CRC in 
non- Jewish populations are relatively poor and present meth-
odological flaws, particularly due to the lack of geographi-
cally matched controls. Moreover, most studies lack ancestry/
ethnicity information, as non- Jewish cases were defined by an 
assumption based on the country of the study and its population 
demographics (eg, country- specific studies or gnomAD popula-
tions). Due to the variability of origin of the studied populations 
and of APC I1307K frequencies, no meta- analysis was herein 
performed.

The reported/available data on European or non- AJ white CRC 
patients are indicated in table 3, together with the data obtained 
from population- based European datasets. The only population- 
based case–control study included, MCC- Spain, shows no differ-
ences between cases and controls: 7/4072 (0.17%) CRC patients 
versus 4/2739 (0.15%) controls (OR=1.18; 95% CI 0.34 to 
4.03; p=0.8; logistic regression).

Interestingly, the prevalence of APC I1307K in Israeli Arabs 
and Egyptians might be higher than in other non- Jewish 

geographical contexts (table 3). Specific studies to evaluate the 
cancer risk associated with I1307K in these and other popula-
tions are encouraged.

We conclude that there is no conclusive evidence to support 
that the I1307K allele confers increased risk of CRC in non- 
Jewish individuals. We encourage the publication of available 
data (preferably well- designed, geographically matched case–
control studies) in different populations to be able to make a 
clinically informative statement.

Is I1307K associated with an increased risk of other cancer 
types?
The influence of APC I1307K on the risk of extracolonic cancers 
remains unclear. APC I1307K has been reported in AJ or Israeli 
individuals (ethnicity not reported assuming AJ as the most 
common ancestry) affected with extracolonic cancer pheno-
types, mainly breast, prostate and pancreatic cancers (online 
supplemental table 1).10 28 30 37 43–50

Based on the available data, a meta- analysis was performed to 
assess the risk of extracolonic cancer in APC I1307K heterozy-
gotes of AJ descent. The data gathered indicates that the prev-
alence of APC I1307K is of 7.6% (588/7709) in AJ or Israeli 
patients affected with extracolonic cancer and of 5.8% (1239/21 
423) in AJ or Israeli controls, resulting in a statistically signif-
icant difference (OR=1.35; 95% CI 1.21 to 1.49) (table 4). 
These results should be interpreted with caution as 76% of the 
controls but only 18% of patients belong to the two cohorts of 
Israeli individuals with no reported ancestries.45 49 The poten-
tial inclusion of non- AJ individuals in these two studies, which 
would mostly affect the control group, might have resulted in an 
underestimation of the prevalence of the variant in the control 
group. After the exclusion of these publications, the APC I1307K 
prevalence was 7% in extracolonic cancer patients (443/6329) 
and 7% in controls (359/5127) of AJ origin, suggesting no 
increased risk (table 4).

As mentioned previously, several studies addressed the 
role of APC I1307K in non- CRC cancer types (online supple-
mental table 1). The combined analysis of the reported 

Table 2 Published studies and meta- analysis of constitutional APC I1307K in non- AJ Jewish CRC patients and controls

Study

Non- AJ Jewish individuals

CRC cases
I1307K/total (%)

Controls
I1307K/total (%) OR (95% CI), p value*

Rozen et al (1999)7 0/17 (0.0)† 1/188 (0.5) 0.00 (0.00 to 428.41), p=1

Drucker et al (2000)27 3/38 (7.9)‡ 9/189 (4.8)‡ 1.62 (0.27 to 6.90), p=0.4

Shtoyerman- Chen et al (2001)31 2/122 (1.6) 4/370 (1.1) 1.52 (0.14 to 10.78), p=0.6

Rozen et al (2002)26 0/20 (0.0)§ 3/199 (1.51) 0.00 (0.00 to 24.80), p=1

Fidder et al (2005)33 4/165 (2.42) 3/151 (1.99) 1.22 (0.20 to 8.50), p=1

Figer et al (2001)32 2/80 (2.5)¶ – –

Figer et al (2001)59 0/25 (0.0)¶ – –

Rennert et al (2005)42 5/184 (2.7) – –

Total 16/651 (2.5) 20/1097 (1.8) 1.36 (0.65 to 2.78), p=0.39
1.35 (0.57 to 3.19), p=0.49**

*Fisher’s exact test. Calculations made for this publication. Results may not coincide with the original publications due to the application of different adjustments to the tests in 
their analyses.
†Individuals with personal or family history of colorectal neoplasia (CRC or adenoma).
‡All I1307K heterozygotes are Yemenite Jews.
§Individuals with colorectal neoplasia (CRC or adenoma).
¶Some Israeli Arabs included.
**Logistic regression.
AJ, Ashkenazi Jewish; CRC, colorectal cancer.
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studies for breast, prostate and pancreatic cancers in AJs 
showed that APC I1307K does not confer increased risk 
of breast or prostate cancer (online supplemental tables 2 
and 3). Higher prevalence of the variant was observed in AJ 
pancreatic cancer patients (47/508; 9.2%) compared with 
controls (342/4918; 7%) (p=0.06) (online supplemental 
table 4). A single study found associations with renal cancer 
and melanoma in AJs, and with melanoma, breast and pros-
tate cancers in non- AJ white males.10 Nevertheless, the small 
samples sizes preclude drawing conclusions.

Available data indicate that I1307K is not associated with an 
increased overall risk of extracolonic cancer in AJ individuals. 
While some associations have been suggested for specific tumour 
types, data are limited, and further case–control studies in larger 

cohorts, and evaluating different cancer types in different ethnic 
populations, are required.

What is the cancer risk in APC I1307K homozygotes?
There is limited published data exploring the cancer risks asso-
ciated with homozygosity for APC I1307K. Population- based 
data (source: gnomAD V.2.1.1) indicate that 0.14% (7/5179) of 
AJs are homozygotes for I1307K. This proportion is consistent 
with Hardy Weinberg equilibrium, implying neutral selection. 
To our knowledge, a total of 13 I1307K homozygotes have been 
reported in the literature.30 34 51–53

Two I1307K homozygotes were identified among 5081 
(0.04%) AJ individuals. Neither subject, aged 32 and 76 years, 

Table 3 Published studies on APC I1307K and publicly available data in non- Jewish CRC patients and controls

Study

Non- Jewish individuals

Declared origin
CRC cases
I1307K/total (%)

Controls
I1307K/total (%)

European/non- AJ white

  Lothe et al (1998)62 1/210 (0.48) – Norwegian (I1307K heterozygote is of Jewish origin, probably AJ)

  Evertsson et al (2001)63 0/194 (0) – Swedish

  Kapitanovic et al (2004)64 0/73 (0) – Croatian

  Zhou et al (2004)65 1/91 (1.1) – Swedish

  Forkosh et al (2022)*10 64/26 563 (0.24) – Non- AJ whites (USA commercial laboratory)

  Prior et al (1999)9 0/240 (0) – Italian, Finnish, Hawaiian- Japanese

  MCC- Spain† 7/4072 (0.17) 4/2739 (0.15) Spanish

  CSVS non- cancer‡ – 9/2024 (0.44) Spanish

  SweGen§ – 0/1000 (0) Swedish

  gnomAD non- cancer, NFE¶ – 111/91 301 (0.12) gnomAD V.2.1.1 (73/58 918) and V.3.1.2 (38/32 383)

Other geographic origins

  Chen- Shtoyerman et al (2003)66 8/24 (33.3) – Israeli Arabs

  Rennert et al (2005)42 2/79 (2.5) – 65 Israeli Arabs and 14 non- Jewish non- Arabs (I1307K heterozygotes are Arabs)

  Bougatef et al (2009)67 1/48 (2.08) 0/63 (0) Tunisian (no ancestry/ethnicity description)

  Abdel- Malak et al (2016)51 22/120 (18.3) 8/100 (8) Egyptian (no ancestry/ethnicity description)

  Akcay et al (2021)68 0/185 (0.0) 3/490 (0.6) Turkish (no ancestry/ethnicity description)

  Dundar et al (2007)69 30/56 (54) – Turkish (no ancestry/ethnicity description)

  Guo et al (2004)70 0/178 (0) – 147 Chinese, 20 Malay and 11 Indian

*Controls used by Forkosh et al were non- AJ whites obtained from the gnomAD dataset (gnomAD V.2.1.1 non- cancer NFE) and thus not geographically matched with the cases 
(USA commercial laboratory). These would largely overlap with the gnomAD non- Finnish European controls included in the table and, therefore, have not been included as 
matched controls for this study.
†Exome array data from MCC- Spain which includes 1348 CRC patients and 2744 controls (https://shiny.snpstats.net/exome/) (access date: December 2022).
‡Collaborative Spanish Variant Server: http://csvs.babelomics.org/ (access date: December 2022).
§SweGen project includes variant information from 1000 genomes of Swedish individuals. https://swefreq.nbis.se/dataset/SweGen/browser (access date: December 2022).
¶gnomAD V.2.1.1 non- cancer, non- Finnish Europeans: 73/58 918; gnomAD V.3.1.2 non- cancer, non- Finnish Europeans: 38/32 383.
AJ, Ashkenazi Jewish; CRC, colorectal cancer; CSVS, Collaborative Spanish Variant Server.

Table 4 Published studies on APC I1307K in AJ or Israeli (ethnicity not reported) extracolonic cancer patients and cancer- free controls

Study

Ashkenazi Jewish individuals or Israelis (ethnicity not determined)

Extracolonic ca.
I1307K/total (%)

Controls
I1307K/total (%) OR (95% CI), p value*

Stern et al (2001)(AJ)28 2/11 (18.2) 17/209 (8.1) 2.49 (0.24 to 13.54), p=0.2433

Forkosh et al (2022) (AJ)10 441/6318 (7.0) 342/4918 (7.0) 1.00 (0.87 to 1.17), p=0.9702

Liberman et al (2007) (Israeli)49 32/404 (7.9) 266/3283 (8.1) 0.98 (0.64 to 1.44), p=1.00

Leshno et al (2016) (Israeli)45 113/976 (11.6) 614/13 013 (4.7) 2.64 (2.12 to 3.28), p<2.2e- 16

Total 588/7709 (7.6) 1239/21 423 (5.8) 1.35 (1.21 to 1.49), p=1.883e- 08

Total (only AJs) 443/6329 (7.0) 359/5127 (7.0) 1.00 (0.86 to 1.16), p=1

*Fisher’s exact test. Calculations made for this publication. Results may not coincide with the original publications due to the application of different adjustments to the tests in 
their analyses.
AJ, Ashkenazi Jewish.

https://dx.doi.org/10.1136/jmg-2022-108984
https://dx.doi.org/10.1136/jmg-2022-108984
https://dx.doi.org/10.1136/jmg-2022-108984
https://dx.doi.org/10.1136/jmg-2022-108984
https://shiny.snpstats.net/exome/
http://csvs.babelomics.org/
https://swefreq.nbis.se/dataset/SweGen/browser
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had a personal history of cancer.30 Also, 2 of 429 (0.47%) AJs 
undergoing colonoscopy at two centres in New Jersey were 
identified as homozygous, but they were reported together with 
I1307K heterozygotes, and no specific phenotypic information 
was included in the publication.34 A study of 120 CRC patients 
and 100 controls from Egypt identified four homozygotes: three 
among the patients and one among the cancer- free controls.51 
A 28- year- old AJ woman with a homozygous I1307K variant 
and a mesenteric desmoid tumour was individually reported.52 
Recently, four homozygous I1307K individuals of AJ ancestry 
were identified. These cases exhibited a wide phenotypic spec-
trum including: pancreatic cancer at age 73 years; gallbladder 
adenocarcinoma and no colonic findings at 70 years and several 
basal cell carcinomas; breast cancer at 48 years, uveal mela-
noma at 50 years and no colonic findings at 51 years; and two 
adenomas and multiple fundic gland polyps between 54 and 59 
years of age.53

At this time, there are insufficient data to determine if CRC 
or extracolonic cancer risk is further increased in I1307K 
homozygotes.

Sources of heterogeneity among studies reporting on cancer 
risk in APC I1307K carriers
The systematic evaluation of published evidence has led to the 
identification of several methodological issues that merit discus-
sion: i) Sample sizes: large studies published to date show, in 
general, consistent results when evaluating risks in different 
ethnicities/populations and for different cancer types, while 
discrepancies arise from small studies (tables 1–4); ii) the hetero-
geneity of inclusion criteria (online supplemental table 1): 
while most studied consider as patients those affected with the 
corresponding cancer type, regardless of the age at cancer diag-
nosis, family history of cancer or personal of family history of 
adenomas, some authors also include as patients individuals with 
adenoma(s) or unaffected subjects with family history of cancer 
and/or adenomas. Also, some studies exclude patients with 
known hereditary cancer syndromes, while others do not; iii) the 
nature of the patients’ cohorts: while some are hospital- based 
prospective or retrospective series of patients with cancer, others 
come from hereditary cancer clinics or commercial laboratories 
that offer genetic testing, being these enriched in cases suspected 
of hereditary cancer syndromes; iv) how ancestry is defined; and 
v) the country of origin of the study participants, which seems 
particularly relevant when studying non- Jewish populations due 
to the different I1307K variant frequencies observed in different 
countries (table 3).

Analysis of the available data consistently shows an increased 
CRC risk associated with the presence of I1307K in AJ 
(OR=1.7–1.8). However, due to the heterogeneity and/or small 
sample sizes, the evidence for non- AJ populations is deemed as 
weak. Whether there are differences in the CRC risk associated 
with the presence of I1307K in non- AJ populations/ethnicities 
remains to be elucidated, and if so, also the causes of these differ-
ences which, if existent, might be related to different genomic 
contexts.

How to deal with CRC risk in I1307K AJ variant carriers and 
their first-degree relatives (FDRs)?
APC I1307K confers a statistically significant increased risk of 
CRC to carriers of Ashkenazim descent with an OR of ~1.7–
1.8. Available data indicate that there are no differences in the 
natural history of CRC (clinical and histopathological charac-
teristics) between the cancers developed by I1307K carriers and 

non- carriers6 and that the ages at CRC onset are well over the 
age at which colonoscopy screening initiates in the general popu-
lation (mean age of CRC diagnosis in AJ I1307K heterozygotes: 
60–70; online supplemental table 1). Of note, no prospective 
randomised case–control studies evaluating the effectiveness of 
earlier or more frequent colonoscopies in I1037K carriers have 
been performed.

With an OR of ~1.7–1.8, the CRC risk of I1307K AJ hetero-
zygotes may be considered like the risk of wildtype individuals 
with one CRC- affected FDR. A meta- analysis that included 42 
case–control and 20 cohort studies estimated a relative risk for 
CRC in individuals with one FDR affected with CRC of 1.92 
(95% CI 1.53 to 2.41) when considering case–control data, and 
1.37 (95% CI 0.76 to 2.46) for cohort studies, and a cumulative 
absolute risk for CRC at 85 years of 4.8% (~1/21). The risk 
values were approximately doubled when the FDR had CRC 
before age 50.54 Of note, surveillance recommendations for 
individuals with a CRC- affected FDR vary among the different 
country/continent- specific CRC or hereditary CRC management 
guidelines.

Based on the premise that the CRC risk associated with 
I1307K is similar to the risk of individuals with an FDR affected 
with CRC,6 currently considered to have a moderate risk for 
CRC, the guidelines of the NCCN (V.2.2022) recommend initi-
ating colonoscopy at age 40 years, with follow- up every 5 years, 
for any individual with APC I1307K that has not developed 
CRC, irrespective of his or her ethnicity. For individuals with 
I1307K and an FDR affected with CRC, colonoscopy screening 
is advised to begin 10 years before the relative’s age at CRC 
diagnosis, if that age is prior to 40 years. For individuals with 
I1307K and CRC, standard surveillance recommendations for 
post- colon or rectal cancer resection is recommended, regardless 
of the patient’s ethnicity. Worldwide, hereditary CRC guidelines 
do not include management recommendations for individuals 
with I1307K without family history of CRC.

Recently, Breen et al55 showed, considering an OR of 1.96 
for the I1307K variant based on CRC risk estimates by Ma 
et al (2014, meta- analysis considering data in AJ and Israeli 
Jews)56 and SEER cancer statistics (2014–2018) for population 
CRC risk (https://seer.cancer.gov/statistics/), that APC I1307K 
AJ heterozygotes reach a CRC risk of ~0.40% at age 40–44 
years, which is the risk level of a 45–49 year- old individual 
at average (population) risk, and a CRC risk of ~0.7% at age 
45–49 years, the risk level of a 50–54 year- old individual at 
average (population) risk.55 However, the meta- analysis that 
we have performed almost one decade after the analysis by 
Ma et al, which includes more individual studies, indicates 
that the OR for CRC risk in AJs is 1.7–1.8 (table 1), that is, 
slightly lower than the 1.96 used by Breen et al. Moreover, 
as mentioned before, reported studies consistently show no 
earlier age of CRC onset in I1307K AJ heterozygotes compared 
with wildtype AJs,29 32–34 37 38 not supporting an earlier start in 
colonoscopy screening.

Given the available data, screening by colonoscopy at the age 
of 45–50 years, repeating it every 5 years (and not every 10 years 
as recommended for average risk population), may be consid-
ered in AJ I1307K heterozygotes, with or without family history. 
Based on the scarce data on I1307K homozygotes, which do not 
support more aggressive cancer phenotypes and/or earlier ages 
at cancer onset, the same recommendations as for heterozygotes 
should be considered.

We recommend predictive testing for FDRs. Predictive testing 
may be considered for second- degree relatives when the FDR 
does not undergo testing. When genetic testing is not available, 

https://dx.doi.org/10.1136/jmg-2022-108984
https://dx.doi.org/10.1136/jmg-2022-108984
https://seer.cancer.gov/statistics/
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surveillance recommendations for individuals with an FDR with 
CRC may be advised in FDR of I1307K carriers.

How to deal with CRC risk in I1307K heterozygotes in non-AJs 
and non-Jewish population?
Available data suggest that APC I1307K is not a risk factor for 
CRC in non- AJs. However, there is insufficient evidence to 
determine whether the I1307K allele confers increased risk of 
CRC in non- Jewish individuals.

In these settings (non- AJ Jews and non- Jewish individuals), 
we consider sufficient to recommend carriers to be enrolled 
in their respective national screening programmes, taking into 
consideration that the start age is set at 45 or 50 years in most 
countries. If earlier and/or enhanced surveillance is considered, 
patients should be informed that they may not be at increased 
risk and therefore that earlier colonoscopy may not provide any 
benefit. Accordingly, we do not recommend predictive testing 
for FDRs. In the presence of family history of CRC, current 
recommendations for individuals with an FDR with CRC may 
be advised.

How should the APC I1307K be classified in a laboratory 
report?
Based on an OR of 1.7–1.8 for CRC in AJs with the APC I1307K 
variant and a plausible mechanism of action, we recommend 
classifying this variant as ‘pathogenic, low penetrance’, following 
the ClinGen Low Penetrance/Risk Allele Working Group for 
Mendelian conditions (https:// clinicalgenome. org/ working- 
groups/ low- penetrance- risk- allele- working- group/), despite not 
dealing with a Mendelian syndrome.

Also, we recommend adding the following information to the 
laboratory report:

 ► The variant affects a conserved residue located in a critical 
domain of the APC protein: the β-catenin binding domain. 
Despite the neutral effect predicted by in silico tools, the 
c.3920T>A nucleotide change affects an (A)3(T)(A)4 
sequence element, converting it into an extended tract of 
eight adenosine nucleotides (A8).

 ► Known associated cancer risks are restricted, so far, to indi-
viduals of AJ descent as assessed by asking about the individ-
ual’s Jewish ancestry and the country of birth of, at least, the 
individual and his or her parents.

 ► In individuals of AJ descent, known cancer associated risk 
is limited to CRC. The variant does not increase the risk of 
polyposis, despite it being an APC variant.

 ► To date, there are not good quality data to suggest that 
risks of other cancer types and in other populations (non- 
Ashkenazi Jews and non- Jewish individuals) are greater than 
in the general population.

 ► Predictive testing of FDR is advised when the variant is 
detected in individuals of AJ descent.

CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this document is to summarise the evidence on the 
prevalence of the APC I1307K allele in different populations 
and the associated risk for cancer. This evidence has been used 
to provide recommendations on the laboratory classification 
of the variant, define the role of predictive testing for I1307K 
and suggest recommendations for cancer screening in I1307K 
heterozygous and homozygous individuals. See summary box for 
an executive summary of the recommendations proposed.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH BASED ON 
THE IDENTIFIED KNOWLEDGE GAPS

 ► Historically, studies have relied on self- reported AJ ancestry. 
The term ancestry may have variable interpretations,57 
resulting in potential misinterpretation when comparing 
across studies and/or translating research data into the clin-
ical setting.58 Therefore, we strongly recommend deter-
mining AJ and non- AJ ancestries by using genomic/genetic 
markers. This will confirm or rule out a common origin of 
I1307K worldwide and provide more accurate assessments 
of I1307K- associated risks. Also, this will likely result in 
the definition of AJ- associated genetic markers or criteria 
that improve ancestry definition in the context of genetic 
counselling for I1307K heterozygotes or homozygotes. In 
the meanwhile, prospective studies evaluating CRC and 
other cancer types in large cohorts (preferably geographi-
cally matched case–control studies) are required to robustly 
confirm or rule out the increased CRC or extracolonic 
cancer risk in non- AJ I1307K heterozygotes or homozy-
gotes. Also, we encourage the publication of available data 
to determine whether the I1307K allele confers increased 
risk of extracolonic cancers in AJ individuals.

 ► Should the cancer risk associated with I1307K prove to be 
different in different populations, regardless of the common 
or diverse origin of the allele, it may be hypothesised that 
different populations harbour other genetic variants that act 
in concert with I1307K, modulating the (colorectal) cancer 
risk associated with I1307K. The analysis of genetic and 
non- genetic CRC risk factors will likely refine CRC risk esti-
mations in I1307K individuals, thus determining the future 
clinical management of I1307K heterozygous and homozy-
gous individuals.

 ► The generation of further, robust experimental data and the 
analysis of sequencing data obtained from tumours devel-
oped by individuals with the I1307K variant are encouraged 
to produce convincing evidence on the underlying mecha-
nism of action of the allele. In particular, somatic mutation 
analysis of the A(8) sequence around the APC c.3920T>A 

SUMMARY BOX
 ⇒ The assessment of Ashkenazi Jewish (AJ) descent in clinical 
practice should include the individual’s Jewish ancestry, and 
the country of birth of, at least, the individual and parents.

 ⇒ I1307K is a risk factor for colorectal cancer (CRC) in AJ 
individuals; it should be evaluated in this subpopulation.

 ⇒ I1307K should be classified as ‘pathogenic, low penetrance’. 
In this document, we propose some information that may be 
added to laboratory reports.

 ⇒ I1307K heterozygous and homozygous individuals of AJ 
origin should undergo colonoscopy screening every 5 years, 
starting at age 45–50 years.

 ⇒ We recommend predictive testing for I1307K in first- 
degree relatives (FDRs) in AJ families, and in second- degree 
relatives when FDRs are not tested. When genetic testing 
is not available for relatives, current recommendations for 
individuals with an FDR affected with CRC may be advised.

 ⇒ To date, there are not enough good quality data to consider 
I1307K as a risk factor for CRC in non- AJ Jewish and in 
non- Jewish individuals and as a risk factor for extracolonic 
cancers. Individuals of non- AJ descent harbouring I1307K 
should be enrolled in their corresponding national CRC 
screening programmes.

https://clinicalgenome.org/working-groups/low-penetrance-risk-allele-working-group/
https://clinicalgenome.org/working-groups/low-penetrance-risk-allele-working-group/
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variant in tumours should shed light into the mechanism of 
pathogenicity.
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